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	It all started about a year ago and BizTalk Services was soon to go for preview in a few months. We were all excited to break new ground in the era of cloud middleware. We must tell you one of the benefits of being in the product group (or being an MVP) is that you get early access to bits long before they hit the market. Working on those bits, we thought to ourselves, "Wouldn't it be nice for our customers to have a guide to build effective solutions with this service?" This book on BizTalk Services was envisioned not necessarily to spoil the fun by adding every little detail, but to cover enough to understand the architecture, the key components, and help you explore.

	

	This book is written for beginners, and knowledge of BizTalk Server is neither assumed nor expected. It is also the first book on the topic, and we'll cover all the important features including EAI, B2B, and hybrid deployments in detail—all with code samples and walkthroughs. If you are an EAI user, you can start with Chapter 1, Hello BizTalk Services and then continue with Chapter 2, Messages and Transforms, Chapter 3, Bridges, and Chapter 4, Enterprise Application Integration. On the other hand, a B2B developer or architect can follow Chapter 1, Hello BizTalk Services, Chapter 2, Messages and Transforms, and Chapter 5, Business-to-business Integration. If you're interested in the APIs underpinning the services, troubleshooting your solutions, or how to move to BizTalk Services, then Chapter 6, API, Chapter 7, Tracking and Troubleshooting, and Chapter 8, Moving to BizTalk Services will guide you.
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Theory and Methods of Quantification Design on System-Level Electromagnetic CompatibilitySpringer, 2019

	This book systematically explains the fundamentals of system-level electromagnetic compatibility and introduces the basic concept of system-level electromagnetic compatibility quantification design. The topics covered include the critical technologies in the top-down quantification design of electromagnetic compatibility, quantification...
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Introducing Microsoft SQL Server 2012Microsoft Press, 2012

	Microsoft SQL Server 2012 is Microsoft’s first cloud-ready information platform. It gives organizations effective tools to protect, unlock, and scale the power of their data, and it works across a variety of devices and data sources, from desktops, phones, and tablets, to datacenters and both private and public clouds. Our purpose in...
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Theory of Automata, Formal Languages and ComputationNew Age Publications, 2008

	Presents an introduction to the basic models of computability to the undergraduate students. This book deals with Finite Automata and their properties. It provides a class of models and enables the analysis of context-free languages.



	This book deals with a fascinating and important subject which has the

	fundamentals of computer...
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CodeIgniter 1.7Packt Publishing, 2009
CodeIgniter (CI) is a powerful open-source PHP framework with a very small footprint, built for PHP coders who need a simple and elegant toolkit to create full-featured web applications. CodeIgniter is an MVC framework, similar in some ways to the Rails framework for Ruby, and is designed to enable, not overwhelm.

This book explains how...
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Electronics Explained: The New Systems Approach to Learning ElectronicsNewnes, 2010

	This book is for those of you who want to learn about electronics and computers but frankly are put off by all the gory details. If you have a short attention span, a nonexistent background in science, math, and technology, and are looking for near-instant gratification of electronics knowledge, this book is for you. Electronics is a complex...
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A Programmer's Introduction to PHP 4.0Apress, 2000
No matter what language you are familiar with, this book will benefit you. Beginning with a rapid introduction to PHP's syntax and basic functionality, you will swiftly understand PHP. The book then steers you toward advanced issues, like PHP's role in database manipulation, sessions, and user interactivity. 

Author W.J. Gilmore also...
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